Beyond amphiphiles: coarse-grained simulations of star-polyphile liquid crystalline assemblies.
We have simulated the self-assembly of a novel class of three-arm molecules, ABC star-architecture polyphiles, using coarse-grained bead simulations. A number of topologically complex liquid crystalline mesostructures arise that can be related to the better-known bicontinuous mesophases of lyotropic amphiphilic systems. The simulations reveal 3D self-assemblies whose structural variations follow those expected assuming a simple steric molecular packing model as a function of star polyphile splay and relative volumes of each arm in the polyphile. The splay of each arm, characterised by the 3D wedge-shape emanating from the core of each molecule to its exterior induces torsion of the interfaces along the triple lines, whereas differences in the relative volumes of arms induce curvature of the triple lines. Three distinct mesostructures are described, characterised by their micro-domain topologies, which are unknown in simpler amphiphilic systems, but resemble in some respects bicontinuous mesophases. These three- (or more) arm polyphilic systems offer an interesting extension to the better-known self-assembly of (two-arm) amphiphiles in solution.